is semi-open. Let R be the space of re2l numbers .with the natural topology. For any a,b e R, a < b, we denote (a,b) = = { x 6 R : a < x < bj. Definition 1.1. A function f : X -*-R is ssid to be lower-q uasi-continiious ( upper-qua3i-continuous) at s point xQ e X, if for any number a e R such that a <f(xQ) (a > f(xQ)) there exists s-neighbolurhood U of the point xQ such that f(!u) c (3,0®); (f(U) c (-00,a)).
(Shortly we shall write 1-quasi-continuous and u-quasi--continuous). A function f is said to be 1-quasi-continuous (u-quasi-continuous) in X, if.it is 1-quasi-continuous (u-quasi-continuous) at every point.
Erom the definition there immediately followss Corollary 1.2.
The following conditions are eq uivalent s 1) a function f is 1-quasi-continuous (u-quasi-continuous) at a point x Q ;
2) for any neighbourhood U of a point xQ and a real number a e B such that a < f(x") (f(x") < a) holds 3) for any neighbourhood U of a point ::
ajad a real number a. e R such that a < f(x0) (f(x0) < a) there edicts an o.pen set U', 0 4 U'cU such that f(U')c (a,oo) (f(U') c (-<*>,a}). Corollary 1.3. The following conditions are ec. rivelent :
1} a function f is 1-quasi-continuous (u-quasi-continuous) in 2;
2) for ar^ real number a e R the set <x e X: a < f(x) II. The orem 2.1. let J) be a dense subset of X. If a function f s X -•»R is 1-quasi-continuous snt: u-qussi-continuous at every point of D simultaneously -¿hen f is 1-quasi-continuous or u-quasi-continuous at evsry point of X.
Pro of. Let xQ e X\D. Assume that for every neighbourhood U of the point x Q there is a point x e U n D such that f(xQ) < f(x). Then for any a e R such that a < f{xQ) there exists an open set U', 0 ^ U'c U such that a<f (x') for each x'e U'. Hence f is 1-quasi-continuoas st xQ. In the other case, i.e. if there exists a neighboure X: f(x) < aj) is semiropen; 3) for any real number a e R the set is semi-closed. n--oo is 1-quasi-continuous (u-quasi-continuous).
Let £2 be the first uncountable ordinal number. The transfinite sequence f-^-fij of real numbers is said to be convergent to a number a e R if for every t > 0 there is an ordinal number fx <Q such that for every £ , the inequality |a^-a|<6 holds. A transfinite sequence jf^ :
of functions defined on the space X is called convergent to a function f, if f^(x) : §<£2 J is convergent to f(x) for every x £ X.
The o r e m 5.5. Let jf^ : $<q| be a transfinite sequence of functions defined on a separable space X, convergent to a function f. If every function fg is 1-quasi--continuous (u-quasi-continuous), then f is 1-qus si-continuous (u-quasi-continuous).
The proof of the above facts is omitted here because it is analogous to the proofs for quasi-continuous, "".ower and upper semi-continuous functions, respectively (sea [3, 4, 53) .
VI. Let X,Y be topological spaces. If ± is a function defined on the product space X* Y, we shall call an ::-section for a given x e X the faction f defined on Y such that fx(y) -f(xfy). The y-section f for a given y ^ Y is defined by the same way. Tie shall prove that for every number a e R such that | (x,y) e XxY : a < f(x,y)j i 0 we have Int j(x,y) : a < f(x,y)j ± 0. On the contrary, we assume that there exists a point (xQ,y0) e XxY and a number a e R such that a <f(x0,y0) and Intj(x,y) : a < f(x,y)} = 0. Let a < a^ < f (x0>70). Since f is 1-q uasi-continuous, so U = Int I x 6 X : a. < f" (x)f t 0. By 1-quasi-continuity i i j o J of fx and f-,(y0) = ) for every x e U, we obtain 
